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“All the information is at the bottom of the 
organization, but all the authority is at the top.” 
Simon Sinek, author of Start With Why made this 
comment in a video I watched. This statement is both 
simple and profound. 
 In most companies, the people at the 
“bottom” of the organizational chart have the most 
information about customers, clients and the impact of 
policy decisions. They see how things really work, know 
which products sell quickly, where people line up or 
gather to see a new offering. They also hear the 
complaints, they know which processes aren’t working 
well, they know when clients are simply tolerating a 
broken or inefficient system.
 At the same time, in most organizations, 
decisions are made at the “top” of the org chart. The 
CEO or board of directors or other leaders set most of 
the policies, decide what products or services to 
offer, how many to make and how to price them. Most 
processes and procedures are designed centrally and 
then rolled out or cascaded down to the rest of the 
staff. Even well-meaning decision making is destined 
to make some big mistakes when key information from 
front line workers doesn’t factor into the decision 
making process. 
 United Airlines in 2017 made terrible headlines 
when a passenger was dragged off an overbooked flight 
to make room for a United employee. At the time the 
gate agents were authorized to offer about $1,500 to 
encourage passengers to volunteer for a later flight. 
The front line workers had the information that $1,500 
wasn’t enough, but they didn’t have the authority to 
change the policy. So they called the airport police who 
physically dragged a physician from his seat. The 
incident was captured on cellphone videos shot by other 
passengers and the resulting settlement and negative 
publicity cost United untold millions of dollars.

 Our firm was founded by the merger of two 
successful wealth management businesses, both 
around $200M AUM. The principals believed that 
we would come together, evaluate the policies and 
practices of each firm, and implement the best across 
the larger organization. We each secretly thought that 
about 75% of our ideas would make the cut, and 25% 
from the other team would survive. In the end, we 
were all wrong. The reality is that we had to reinvent 
about 100% of the way we do things! 
 It turns out that what worked great to get you 
to $200M, no longer works when you quadruple the 
size of your firm. We didn’t merge just to add to our 
business. The intention, and so far the reality, is that 
we have been on a journey of multiplying our 
organization. And $200M decision-making no longer 
works when your firm approaches $1B.
 A great example is the harmonization of the 
annual review process. As the two firms came 
together we each accomplished annual review 
meetings in which we refreshed client goals, updated 
their financial plan, and reviewed their investments. 
There are many steps involved to accomplish the task, 
and nuances between the two existing processes. 
 In order to gain efficiencies and implement 
the leveraged ensemble across a larger organization, 
we agreed that we needed one process. And the 
process needs to work across multiple locations where 
staff can support clients remotely if needed. 

So, how did we get from two 
old, locally dependent processes 

to one new, scalable system?



Approach
 #1

Approach
 #2

Approach
 #3

Have the owners work it out (which didn’t work). Our first attempt involved four of the 
principal owners, one of whom hasn’t had client service responsibilities for several years. We 
met on the phone, we met face to face and we simply could not agree. We each thought we had 
superior processes and became frustrated when we couldn’t convince the other owners that 
they should adopt our system. We abandoned this approach when threats of physical violence 
emerged. (For the record, the principals in question are middle-aged guys about 5’7 with bad 
shoulders who love each other. No violence occurred, but the frustration was palpable.)

Have the client service managers work it out (Also, didn’t work). Since the principals needed 
each other alive to make this business work, we decided to assign the task to other people. Each 
firm had a staff person in a senior paraplanner role, leading the operations team in their office 
location. We tasked these two people with the harmonization project, thinking that maybe the 
original group was simply too large to come to agreement. Neither of these people are owners, 
nor are they advisors. As it turns out, they were at least as stubborn as the owner/advisors who 
threatened physical harm to each other. While we had hoped to offload the decision making we 
actually offloaded interpersonal dysfunction without getting any closer to a single process.

We stumbled into something that works! About nine months into the merger, we had already 
landed a $45M acquisition and an additional $270M merger in another state. Now we had 
at least three annual review processes. It was at this point we realized that it was fruitless to 
figure out which of the two original firms’ systems should be adopted. It finally dawned on us 
that something entirely new had to be built. We also realized that we needed to tap into the 
intellectual capital of many of our teammates across job function, seniority and location. And 
we left the old dogs who used to call all the shots in their original firms out of the process! 

Our CEO, David Hefty, broke the goal review process into 4 parts and assigned each part to 
a small team. For example, one team was assigned to decide which investment performance 
reports we will use from which piece of software and how it will be generated. The team 
included a veteran Wealth Partner from Michigan, a paraplanner from Indiana and a financial 
advisor from Texas. Another team had the task of deciding how financial plans will be 
created and presented to clients. That team was comprised of a financial advisor in Michigan, 
a Wealth Partner and paraplanner in Indiana, and a Wealth Partner in Texas.

Each team had a deadline but was autonomous in how and when they would work together. 
Frankly, the principals were astounded by how quickly the teams got to work and the quality 
of what they produced! Some teams got on a web meeting that very day and started their 
assignment. Every single team finished their work within a week and reported back to the 
whole. We basically took the output from each team and had our programmers update 
business processes in our CRM system. Since then we have had different groups train the 
whole organization on the new annual review process. Amazing!



Here are the leadership takeaways: 

1
2

The old ways of doing things don’t scale. We actually need to build new ways to get the work done.

The old ways of decision making don’t work. Leaders should provide direction but let the people 
closest to the work find solutions. They have less emotional investment in the old ways and are 
more likely to see new options.

3 The best results come when there is a lot of input from across the organization, but there has to be 
efficient decentralized means for that to happen.

Thank God we didn’t have an United Airlines moment. But our old decision making processes no longer work. 
Finding ways to get the best ideas from everyone on the team really is best!
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